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ventures* But Alfred had the deciding voice* He said
" Yes," and he was at one with Kennedy Jones in the
conviction that newspapers as political organs were out of
date.
Exactly what they were to become in their next stage
neither Northcliffe nor his partner, who had far more
experience of newspapers, could discern. They were like
all other successful business men: they did not foresee
what was coming, but were quick to jump to it when it
came* They did not deliberately turn the newspaper
Press from an organ of political opinion into an organ of
entertainment. It gradually took that direction in their
hands because they found that, of all their efforts, those
they made to entertain were the most warmly appreciated.
Accordingly they increased those efforts.
The Old Journalists had never asked themselves whether
what they printed was readable. They did not consciously
aim at producing journals which would be read. They
filled their pages with whatever came in from news
agencies, correspondents, local reporters. If the items
were intelligible and the grammar sound, they did not
trouble their heads as to whether anybody would want to
read them or not. There was a certain routine to be
followed in producing a newspaper: to this they adhered
without thinking about it* If they had been told that the
result was dull, they would have been puzzled. They
published what they received, so far as they had space*
They could not " make news."
This was exactly what the New Journalists did. Not in
the literal sense: they did not invent, though of this
they were accused often enough by enraged competitors.
They enlarged the conception of news, they admitted
to their columns a great deal that had been hitherto ignored
or left to weekly papers. The Daily Mail soon had a

